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Abstract
A testing-based faster-than relation has previously been developed that compares the worst-case efficiency of asynchronous
systems. This approach reveals that pipelining does not improve efficiency in general; that it does so in practice depends on
assumptions about the user behaviour. Accordingly, the approach was adapted to a setting where user behaviour is known to belong
to a specific, but often occurring class of request–response behaviours; some quantitative results on the efficiency of the respective
so-called response processes were given. In particular, it was shown that in the adapted setting a very simple case of a pipelined
process with two stages is faster than a comparable atomic processing of the two stages.
In this paper, we determine the performance of general pipelines, which is not so easy in an asynchronous setting. Pipelines are
built with a chaining operator; we also study whether the adapted faster-than relation is compatible with chaining and two other
parallel composition operators, and give results on the performance of the respective compositions. These studies also demonstrate
how rich the request–respond setting is.
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1. Introduction
Standard process algebras like CCS [11] model asynchronous systems without any timing information, like they
are also studied in the areas of distributed algorithms and of asynchronous circuits. In timed process algebras, time
usually restricts the functionality of systems, i.e. which actions are performed, so some of the intricate asynchronous
behaviour is cut out. Although asynchronous systems have no precise timing information, one would assume that a
more parallel implementation is more efficient than a less parallel one. Thus, one would like to add timing information
in an orthogonal way, such that the functionality of systems is not restricted but efficiency can be studied.
PAFAS (Process Algebra for Faster Asynchronous Systems) has been proposed as such a tool for comparing the
worst-case efficiency of asynchronous systems [4]. PAFAS is a CCS-like process description language; a basic action
is atomic and instantaneous but has an associated time bound specifying the maximal delay for its execution, which is
always 1 or 0 for simplicity. As discussed in [4], these upper time bounds give information on the efficiency of processes,
 An extended abstract of this paper has appeared in Proc. of Int. Conf. Formal Modelling and Analysis of Timed Systems FORMATS 05, LNCS
3829 (2005) 242–257.
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but functionality is not influenced. Hence, like CCS, also PAFAS treats the full functionality of asynchronous systems.
Similarly, upper time bounds have been used for distributed algorithms, see [10, Part II].
In the PAFAS-approach, processes are compared via a variant of the De Nicola/Hennessy-testing [5] where processes
are embedded via parallel composition into a test environment, which can be seen as a user of the process. While the
approach in [4] – as standard testing – is based on a qualitative notion of satisfying a test or user, [3] gives a quantitative
reformulation: the performance of a process is a function assigning to each test the maximal time the process might
take to satisfy the test; one process is faster than another, if it never has a larger performance value, i.e. serves any user
at least as fast as the other process. It has been shown that this preorder is independent of the choice to regard time as
continuous or discrete; therefore, we only consider discrete time in this paper. These ideas and results were originally
successfully studied in the Petri net formalism [13,7]. We refer the reader to [4] for more details and results on PAFAS.
Consider a task (like a processing of some data) that can be performed in two stages (e.g. the compilation of a
programme). In a sequential architecture, the process 2-Seq performs both stages for such a task and only then starts
with the next task. Alternatively, one could use a pipelined architecture, where a second task can be accepted – with
the action in say – already when the first stage is over for the first task. The resulting process 2-Pipe will perform the
second stage of the first task in parallel with the first stage of the second task.
Even though these are asynchronous systems where the execution times needed by actions are not exactly known,
one would expect that 2-Pipe is faster than 2-Seq since it allows more parallelism. But it turns out that 2-Pipe
is not faster in the PAFAS-approach of [4] for the following reason: if one system is faster than another in this
approach, it also functionally refines this other system as in ordinary testing; in particular, it cannot perform new action
sequences – but 2-Pipe can perform the sequence in in, while 2-Seq can perform a second in only after outputting
the result of the first task with action out. We will discuss this in greater detail in Section 2.
Obviously, it is important to reconcile a theory for efficiency with the expectation that the general principle of
pipelining improves efficiency in practice. The argument described in the previous paragraph reveals that the expectation
of 2-Pipe being faster than 2-Seq is based on some assumptions about the users, e.g. that their coordination will not
be disturbed by the new action sequence in in. While a testing approach that considers all possible test environments
or contexts usually leads to a precongruence, this cannot be expected in a test setting with a restricted class of users
(or test environments), and it is not immediately clear what sort of results one can achieve.
In [3], we have adapted the timed testing scenario by considering only users (or test environments) Un that want
n tasks to be performed as fast as possible, i.e. possibly in parallel. While this is a severe restriction, the scenario is
clearly of practical relevance: users that input a request and then just wait for a response are ubiquitous; one might
think of queries to a database, messages being sent, or requests to access a web page. That the requests are available
in parallel corresponds to testing the respective system under heavy load. And from the theoretical perspective, the
results and examples of [3] and of the present paper demonstrate that the scenario is still very rich, offering challenging
problems.
The performance function associated to a process assigns to each Un the time it takes in the worst case to satisfy Un,
i.e. it is essentially a function from natural numbers to natural numbers. Since it measures how fast the system under
consideration responds to requests, we called this function the response performance of the system. For finite-state
processes that are functionally correct in a sense to be defined (cf. Definition 9), we proved that the response performance
is asymptotically linear, and showed how to determine its factor, which we called the asymptotic performance.
It then turned out that the asymptotic performance of 2-Pipe is indeed better than that of 2-Seq – justifying the
expectation that pipelining increases efficiency. While we proved this explicitly, we just claimed that the response
performance for 2-Pipe has a certain value, but refrained from giving the proof because already for this simple
example the proof we had was pretty involved. As a main result of this paper, we determine the response performance
for arbitrary pipelines, which might consist of an arbitrary number of stages and might have stages with arbitrary upper
time bounds.
The proof is by induction on the number of stages; since the exact behaviour of the pipeline seems very difficult to
describe due to asynchronicity, the essential idea is to approximate it. As an approximation from below, we give some
behaviour that leads to the worst-case time of test-satisfaction. The difficult part is the approximation from above: we
give a superset of the possible behaviours such that one can easily see the absence of behaviour with a worse response
time and such that the superset-property can be proven inductively.
Pipelines are built with the chaining operation, and our proof involves some compositional reasoning. In the present
paper, chaining and two other composition operators are studied from the perspective of compositionality. It turns out
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that two new faster-than relations arising from the response performance, the asymptotic performance resp., fail to
be precongruences for these operators, which is not so surprising as already argued above. But we can show that the
composition of correct processes is again a correct process, and we give estimates on its response performance.
The next section briefly recalls PAFAS, the timed testing scenario and the respective faster-than relation, which takes
all tests into account; see [4,3] for more detailed explanations. The adapted testing scenario and the results from [3]
are recalled in Section 3, where also the new faster-than relations based on the response performance, the asymptotic
performance resp., are defined explicitly for the first time. Section 4 determines the response performance of general
pipelines, and compatibility of the new faster-than relations with the three composition operators is studied in Section 5.
In Section 6, we give a conclusion and discuss related work.
2. PAFAS
Largely repeating from [3], in this section we briefly introduce our CCS-like process description language PAFAS,
which is similar to LOTOS [2] due to its TCSP-like parallel composition. Then, we recall the refusal trace semantics
and the testing-based preorder relating processes according to the worst-case efficiency. We refer the reader to [4] for
more details.
• A is a set of actions a, b, c, . . . with the special action ω, which is reserved for observers (test processes) in the
testing scenario to signal success of a test. The additional action τ represents internal activity that is unobservable
by other components. We define Aτ = A ∪ {τ } (ranged over by α, β, . . .). Actions in Aτ can let time 1 pass before
their execution, i.e. 1 is their maximum delay. After that time, they become urgent actions. The set of urgent actions
is denoted by Aτ = {a | a ∈ A} ∪ {τ } and is ranged over by α, β, . . . (In most cases, longer delays can be specified
by adding τ -prefixes.)
• χ is the set of process variables x, y, z, . . ., used for recursive definitions.
• Take a function  : Aτ → Aτ such that the set {α ∈ Aτ | ∅ /= −1(α) /= {α}} is finite, −1(ω) ⊆ {ω} and (τ) =
τ ; then  is a general relabelling function. As shown in [4], general relabelling functions subsume the classically
distinguished operations relabelling and hiding:P/A, where the actions in A are made internal, is the same asP [A],
where the relabelling function A is defined by A(α) = τ if α ∈ A and A(α) = α if α /∈ A. A relabelling that
maps a1, . . . an to b1, . . . , bn and is the identity otherwise is written b1/a1, . . . , bn/an.
Definition 1 (timed processes). The set P˜ of (discretely timed) process terms is the set of terms generated by the
following grammar:
P ::= 0 ∣∣ α.P ∣∣ α.P ∣∣ P + P ∣∣ P ‖AP
∣∣ P [] ∣∣ x ∣∣ μx.P
where x ∈ χ , α ∈ Aτ ,  a general relabelling function, A ⊆ A possibly infinite and recursion is time-guarded, i.e.
variable x in μx.P only appears within the scope of an α.()-prefix with α ∈ Aτ . P is the set of closed terms (i.e.
without free variables), called processes.
0 is the Nil-process, which cannot perform any action, but may let time pass without limit; a trailing 0 will often be
omitted, so e.g. a.b + c abbreviates a.b.0 + c.0. α.P and α. P are (action-)prefixings, essentially known from CCS.
Process α.P performs α with a maximal delay of 1; hence, it can perform α immediately or it can idle for one time
unit and become α.P . As a stand-alone process, α.P must perform α immediately; as a component, it may also be
deactivated in a choice-context or it may have to wait for synchronization with another component in a parallel context
(in case α /= τ ). This means that our processes are patient: as a stand-alone process, a.P has no reason to wait; but
as a component in (a.P )‖{a}(a.Q), it has to wait for synchronization on a and this can take up to one time unit, since
component a.Q may idle this long. That a process may perform a conditional time step, i.e. may take part in a time
step in certain contexts, is the intuition behind refusal sets defined below.
P1 + P2 models the choice (sum) of two conflicting processes P1 and P2. P1‖AP2 is the parallel composition of two
processes P1 and P2 that run in parallel and have to synchronize on all actions from A; this synchronization discipline
is inspired from TCSP. P [] behaves as P but with the actions changed according to . μx.P models a recursive
definition.
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As two examples, we define the processes 2-Seq ≡ μx.in.τ.out.x and 2-Pipe ≡ ((μx.in.s.x)‖{s}(μx.s.out.x))/s
from the introduction. Action in is the input of data or some other request, while out outputs the result or gives a response
to the request. Both processes are willing to accept a request without any delay as indicated by the underbar of in, and
each processing stage takes up to one time unit. In the sequential process 2-Seq, τ is an internal activity corresponding
to the first stage, while this stage is integrated into the shift-action s in the first component of the pipelined process
2-Pipe. In both processes, the second stage is integrated into out, which may take up to one time unit.
Now the purely functional behaviour of processes (i.e. which actions they can perform) is given by the following
operational semantics.
Definition 2 (operational semantics of functional behaviour). The following SOS-rules define the transition relations
α→⊆ P˜ × P˜ for α ∈ Aτ , the action transitions. As usual, we write P α→ P ′ if (P, P ′) ∈ α→ and P α→ if there exists
a P ′ ∈ P˜ such that P α→ P ′, and similar conventions will apply later on
Prefa1
α.P
α→P Prefa2 α.P α→P
Para1
α/∈A, P1 α→P ′1
P1‖AP2 α→P ′1‖AP2
Para2
α∈A, P1 α→P ′1, P2
α→P ′2
P1‖AP2 α→P ′1‖AP ′2
Suma
P1
α→P ′1
P1+P2 α→P ′1
Rela P
α→P ′
P [](α)→ P ′[]
Reca P
α→P ′
μx.P
α→P ′{μx.P/x}
Additionally, there are symmetric rules for Para1 and Suma for actions of P2.
An activated action of P is some α ∈ Aτ with P α→. 
Except for Prefa2, these rules are standard. Prefa1 and Prefa2 allow an activated action to occur (just as e.g. in CCS),
and it makes no difference whether the action is urgent or not. Additionally, passage of time will never deactivate
actions or activate new ones, and we capture all behaviour that is possible in the standard CCS-like setting without
time.
That our SOS-rules describe asynchronous behaviour is due to Prefa1; this rule allows to ignore the possible delay
of α, and thus timing cannot be used to coordinate system behaviour. We get synchronous behaviour, if we do not use
Prefa1, because then process α.P has to delay exactly one time unit, after which α becomes enabled and urgent at the
same time. We will exemplify this after the definition of time steps.
We now give SOS-rules for so-called refusal sets. Performing such a set X is a conditional time step (of duration
1) and X consists of (some, but not necessarily all) actions which are not just waiting for synchronization; i.e. these
actions are not urgent, the process does not have to perform them at this moment, and they can therefore be refused. If
a process can perform a conditional time step, then it can take part in a ‘real’ time step in a suitable environment; the
refusal set describes requirements for such an environment and the conditional time step also describes the effect on
the process.
E.g., according to rule Prefr2 below, α.P with α ∈ A can refuse all actions except α. As explained after Definition 1,
this process cannot perform a time step as a stand-alone process, but in a parallel composition it might take part in a
time step, if the other component can refuse α. In rule Prefr2, the process does not change in the time step. Note that
τ .P has to perform its urgent τ before the next time step – independently of the environment –, hence this process
cannot perform a refusal set. If a process can refuse all actions, it can indeed perform a time step also as a stand-alone
process.
Definition 3 (SOS-rules for refusal sets). The following SOS-rules define X→r ⊆ P˜ × P˜, where X,Xi ⊆ A:
Nilr
0 X→r0
Prefr1
α.P
X→rα.P
Prefr2 α/∈X∪{τ }
α.P
X→rα.P
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Parr
∀i=1,2 Pi
Xi→rP ′i , X ⊆ (A ∩
⋃
i=1,2 Xi) ∪ ((
⋂
i=1,2 Xi) \ A)
P1‖AP2 X→rP ′1‖AP ′2
Sumr
∀i=1,2 Pi X→rP ′i
P1+P2 X→rP ′1+P ′2
Relr P
−1(X∪{τ })\{τ }→ rP ′
P [] X→rP ′[]
Recr P
X→rP ′
μx.P
X→rP ′{μx.P/x}
When P X→r P ′, we call this a (conditional) time step or, if X = A, a full time step. In the latter case, we also write
P
1→ P ′.
For example, a.P (a.Q resp.) can make a time step with refusal set A \ {a} (with refusal set A resp.) according to
rule Prefr2 (Prefr1 resp.) and with rule Parr we get (a.P )‖{a}(a.Q) 1→ (a.P )‖{a}(a.Q) as announced above. Similarly,
the process 2-Pipe ≡ ((μx.in.s.x)‖{s}(μx.s.out.x))/s from the introduction can make a conditional time step with
refusal set A \ {in}, meaning it can take part in a full time step provided the environment does not offer an urgent
in. This time step leads essentially back to 2-Pipe, but it results in an unfolding of the two recursions. Note that
the second parallel component of 2-Pipe has an urgent s, but this is refused by the first (which cannot perform s at
all).
2-Pipe can also perform in leading to 2-Pipe′ ≡ ((s.μx.in.s.x)‖{s}(μx.s.out.x))/s. Now the communication
partner for the urgent s of the second parallel component is activated, but not urgent. Formally, the first component can
refuse A according to Prefr1, while the second can refuse A \ {s} according to Prefr2; their composition can refuse A
according to Parr , since it is enough that one component can refuse s, which gets synchronized. Therefore (according
to Relr ), 2-Pipe′ can perform a full time step corresponding to the first processing stage and leading to the process
((s.μx.in.s.x)‖{s}(s.out.μx.s.out.x))/s. This process in turn can perform an urgent τ resulting from s and, thus, no
time step is possible. The τ leads to a process ((μx.in.s.x)‖{s}(out.μx.s.out.x))/s, which can also be reached directly
from 2-Pipe′ with a τ . Further observe the effect of inserting a τ -prefix in front of s in 2-Pipe; this gives an upper
time bound of 2 for the first stage.
We now give an example to demonstrate the difference between synchronous behaviour and the behaviour we
consider here. Consider P ≡ (a.b)‖{b}(b + τ.c); we will explore whether P can perform action b. According to the
above definitions we have P a→ b→ 0‖{b}0. With synchronous behaviour, i.e. without using rule Prefa1, no action is
possible for P ; hence, only a time step P X→r (a.b)‖{b}(b + τ .c) can be performed. To perform b, the latter process
must make an a-transition to b‖{b}(b + τ .c); here, the first component cannot perform b in synchronous mode, hence
no b can be performed; and also a time step is not possible due to the urgent τ . Thus, the only transition is a τ -transition
to b‖{b}c, which clearly will never perform b.
Both, purely functional and timed behaviour of processes will now be combined in the language and in the refusal
traces of processes. The language of P is its behaviour as a stand-alone process; such a process never has to wait for
a communication, hence all time steps in a run are full. As usual, we will abstract from internal behaviour; but note
that internal actions gain some ‘visibility’ in timed behaviour, since their presence possibly allows more time to pass
between the occurrence of visible actions.
It should be remarked that the language – which is the basis for the faster-than relation defined below – has a
different definition in [4]; that language is then shown to coincide with the set of those refusal traces where all time
steps are full, and this we use as our definition here to ease the presentation.
Definition 4 (language, refusal traces). Let P,P ′ ∈ P be processes. We extend the transition relation P μ→ P ′ for
μ ∈ Aτ or μ = 1 to sequences w and write P w→ P ′ if P ≡ P ′ and w = ε (the empty sequence) or there exist Q ∈ P
and μ ∈ Aτ ∪ {1} such that P μ→ Q w
′→ P ′ and w = μw′; w is a discrete τ -trace of P.
For a sequence w ∈ (Aτ ∪P(A))∗, let w/τ be the sequence w with all τ ’s removed and w/σ be the sequence w
with all time steps removed. The duration ζ (w) of w is the number of time steps in w; note that ζ (w/τ) = ζ (w). We
write P v⇒ P ′, if P w→ P ′ and v = w/τ for some w ∈ (Aτ ∪ {1})∗.
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The timed transition system TTS(P ) of P consists of all transitions Q μ→ Q′ with μ ∈ Aτ or μ = 1 where Q is
reachable from P via such transitions. The language of TTS(P ) is DL(P ) = {w |P w⇒}, the (discretely timed) language
of P, containing the (discrete) traces of P.
For processes P,P ′ ∈ P, we similarly write P μ→r P ′, if either μ = α ∈ Aτ and P α→ P ′, or μ = X ⊆ A and
P
X→r P ′. For sequences w, we define P w→r P ′ (where w is called a refusal τ -trace) and P w⇒r P ′ as above. RT(P ) =
{w |P w⇒r} is the set of refusal traces of P.
The refusal transition system RTS(P ) of P consists of all transitions Q μ→r Q′ with μ ∈ Aτ or μ ⊆ A where Q is
reachable from P via such transitions. If RTS(P ) contains only finitely many processes, we call P finite state.
Note that RTS(P ‖A Q) can be determined from RTS(P ) and RTS(Q) according to the SOS-rules for parallel
composition given above. TTS(P ) can be obtained from RTS(P ) by deleting time steps that are not full and processes
that then are not reachable anymore. We now introduce the operation of chaining (called linking in [11]), which is
central for this paper, and use it to define general pipelines.
Definition 5. Let P and Q be two process terms that have only the observable actions in and out in their language.
Then the chaining of P and Q is P Q = (P [s/out] ‖{s} Q[s/in])/s.
For l  1, we define an in-out-sequence of length l as l-Seq ≡ μx.in.τ l−1.out.x, where τ l−1 is a sequence of l − 1
τ -prefixes. A pipeline is the chaining of a positive number of in-out-sequences.
In P Q, a request is first processed by P and then fed into Q for processing. For any sensible behaviour notion (and
in particular for those treated in this paper), parallel composition with a fixed synchronization set is associative, and so
is chaining; hence, pipelines do not need any bracketing. l-Seq consists of one stage with upper bound l generalising
2-Seq defined above, and 2-Pipe is essentially the pipeline 1-Seq  1-Seq.
By the first paragraph of Proposition 6 below, the set of possible refusal sets for a process is downward closed w.r.t.
set inclusion, and non-activated actions (cf. Definition 2) can always be refused. Hence, only the refusal of activated
actions is relevant to determine the time steps of a process; see [4] for the proofs. The second paragraph states that
behaviour including some time steps can just as well occur without these; this corresponds to our idea of asynchronous
behaviour with upper time bounds. This claim is proven in Appendix A.
Proposition 6. Let P,Q ∈ P be processes and X,X′ ⊆ A with P X→r Q. If X′ ⊆ X, then P X
′→r Q. If X′ does not
contain an activated action of P, then P X∪X
′→ r Q.
Let v be obtained from a sequence w of actions and time steps by deleting some time steps; then P w→r implies
P
v→r .
Based on the language of processes, we are now ready to define timed testing and to relate processes w.r.t. their
efficiency, thereby defining an efficiency preorder; we use the quantitative reformulation presented in [3].
Definition 7 (timed tests). A process P ∈ P is testable if ω does not occur in P. Any process O ∈ P may serve as a
test process (observer). We write ‖ for ‖A\{ω}.
For a testable process P ∈ P and test process O ∈ P, we define the performance function p by
p(P,O) = sup{n ∈ N0 | ∃v ∈ DL(P ‖O) : ζ (v) = n and v does not contain ω}.
If the set on the right-hand-side has no maximum, the supremum is ∞. The performance function pP of P is defined
by pP (O) = p(P,O).
For testable processes P and Q, we call P a faster implementation of Q or faster than Q, written P  Q, if for all
test processes O we have p(P,O)  p(Q,O), i.e. pP  pQ.
By definition, P  Q means that P is functionally a refinement of Q, since it is satisfactory for at least as many test
processes as Q, and that additionally it is an improvement timewise.
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The following result looks more surprising in the setting of [4], where the language of a process is defined
independently of refusal traces; still, also in our present setting, the following result is not at all straightforward
to prove. Indeed, the result states that timed tests can see refusal traces, which give quite a detailed account of the timed
behaviour of processes; this is quite surprising, since we are in an asynchronous setting, where tests should have little
temporal control over the tested systems.
Theorem 8 (characterization of the testing preorder). Let P,Q be testable processes. Then P  Q if and only if
RT(P ) ⊆ RT(Q).
If P is not faster than Q, i.e. P  Q, then there is a refusal trace of P that is not one of Q. Roughly speaking, this is a
witness of slow behaviour of P; it is a diagnostic information that tells us why P is not faster. If P and Q are finite-state,
inclusion of refusal traces can be checked automatically; a corresponding tool, FastAsy, has been developed for a Petri
net setting [1]; FastAsy has been redesigned recently, and adaptation to PAFAS is in progress. In case that P is not
faster, FastAsy presents a refusal trace as witness; this can be used to improve P – and in practice, it can also help to
find errors that can occur when formalising an intuitive idea as a PAFAS-process.
Witnesses of slow behaviour will also play an important role in the next section in the form of what we will call
n-critical paths.
3. Response performance and previous results
We will now recall material from [3]; all definitions (except the last one) and results of this section are taken from
that paper.
3.1. Response performance
The example discussed in the introduction has demonstrated that in some cases there are assumptions on the user
behaviour, i.e. one is only interested in test processes or users from a certain class U . In this case, one should compare
the performance functions of some P and Q only for arguments from U to determine which of the two is faster.
In some cases, one may be able to group the users in U according to their ‘size’ into disjoint classes Ui , i = 1, 2, . . .;
then, one can turn the performance function of P into a function from N to N0 ∪ {∞} (which we will call rpP below)
that assigns to each i the value sup{pP (O) |O ∈ Ui}. This is the sort of worst-case efficiency measure we are used to
from ‘ordinary’ algorithms. Since pP (O) can be determined from TTS(P ‖O), which in turn can be determined from
RTS(P ) and RTS(O), it is in principle sufficient to consider RTS(P ) to find out interesting facts about rpP ; for this
to be feasible, the O under consideration must presumably be ‘uniform’ enough.
Following [3], we consider classes with one user each. These users issue requests with action in and expect responses
via action out. In practice, these actions will usually transfer data, but we abstract from these data; this is discussed in
[3]. We assume further that the only users of interest have a number of requests that they want to be answered as fast
as possible, i.e. possibly in parallel, without any restriction; thus, we consider the users Un defined by
U1 ≡ in.out.ω
Un+1 ≡ Un ‖ω in.out.ω
Comparing processes w.r.t. these users means to compare their performance under heavy load.
Clearly, the size of Un is its number n of requests. Hence, for the classes discussed above, we take Ui = {Ui} and
accordingly define the response performance rpP of a testable process P as the function from N to N0 ∪ {∞} with
rpP (n) = pP (Un). The aim of [3] was to evaluate (to some degree) the response performance of a process from its
refusal transition system. This system is an arc-labelled graph, an arc (or directed edge) being a transition; as usual, a
path is a sequence of transitions, each ending in a process from which the next transition starts, it is closed if the last
and first process coincide. If apart from the latter coincidence all processes on a closed path are different, it is a cycle.
Note that a finite transition system can only have finitely many different cycles.
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3.2. Response processes
The results on response performance only hold for processes that can reasonably serve the users Un, and such
processes will be called response processes. As discussed after their definition, these processes may fail to satisfy
some liveness property, which can be seen as concerning time; we come back to correct response processes, which
will satisfy this property, when we give our results on performance.
Since for the performance of a testable process P, P ‖Un is relevant where synchronization is over all visible actions
except ω, we assume that each process whose performance we try to evaluate can only perform in and out as visible
actions; other actions would be disallowed by the composition anyway.
Definition 9. For a sequence w and an action α, we denote the number of occurrences of α in w by #(α,w), and
similarly for a refusal set X in place of α.
The o-number of a process Q is the number of pending out actions, i.e. it is sup{#(out, w) | Q w→r and w does not
contain in}. Due to Proposition 6, one can here just as well consider w without time steps only.
A testable process is a response process if it can only perform in and out as visible actions and is functionally correct
in the following sense: if P w→r Q, then #(in,w) − #(out, w) is non-negative and the o-number of Q.
Thus, a response process P is always able to perform the required number of out actions and never performs too
many. Note that there is a gap in this understanding of functional correctness: although a complying process is able to
perform the required number of out’s, it is not ensured that it will do so in a bounded time. Also, it is not sure that a
response process will allow another in in a bounded time. The property that a process will eventually perform a missing
out and eventually allow another in is the liveness property mentioned above.
In both these cases of incorrect behaviour, the response performance would be ∞ for some n. The latter
means that some user will not be satisfied within any time bound, which is certainly an incorrect behaviour of the
process. Since this point is concerned with time, we only define correct response processes here and deal with them
later.
Definition 10. A response process is correct if its response performance is finite for all n.
When constructing RTS(P ) for some P which is supposed to be a response process, we can check on the fly whether
P can perform a visible action different from in and out; if so, we can stop the construction. Otherwise, whenever a
time step is performed in RTS(P ) we can add to or remove from the refusal set arbitrary actions in A \ {in, out} by
Proposition 6. Therefore, there are only four significant refusal sets, which for notational convenience we write as A,
{out}, {in} and ∅. When we speak of RTS(P ) in the following, we are referring to this slightly reduced version, which
we will reduce even further below. Consequently, if P is finite state, RTS(P ) also has finitely many transitions and is
a finite transition system.
Theorem 11. Let P ∈ P be a testable process, Q reachable from P with o-number o and Q μ→r Q′.
(1) Let P be a response process. Then o is finite. Furthermore, if μ is in, out resp., then the o-number of Q′ is o + 1,
o − 1 resp.; for all other cases of μ, it is o. The numbers of in′s and of out ′s on a closed path in RTS(P ) are
equal.
(2) If P is finite state, then it is decidable in time linear in the size of RTS(P ) whether P is a response process.
3.3. Results on the response performance
We call a function f from N to N0 asymptotically linear, if there are constants a, c ∈ R such that an − c  f (n) 
an + c for all n ∈ N; we call a the asymptotic factor of such a function. Observe that our notion is quite strict, since
f is also bounded from below and it is not only an + o(n), but actually an + O(1). Also observe that the asymptotic
factor of an asymptotically linear function can be determined whenever we know the function values for infinitely
many parameter values. This will be handy later on.
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Main results of [3] are that the response performance of a finite-state response process P is asymptotically linear,
and that its asymptotic factor, which we call the asymptotic performance of P, can be determined efficiently. To find out
about the response performance of a response process P, one considers specific paths in a reduced version of RTS(P ).
Definition 12. The reduced refusal transition system rRTS(P ) of a response process P is obtained from RTS(P )
as follows: we keep all action transitions, but we keep time steps Q X→r Q′ only if either the refusal set X is A or
¬Q A→r Q′, X is {out} and the o-number of Q is positive; then, we delete all processes that are not reachable anymore.
We call a path in rRTS(P ) n-critical, if it contains at most n in’s and at most n − 1 out’s and all time steps before
the nth in are full.
Based on rRTS, there is the following graph-theoretical characterization for the response performance of a response
process.
Theorem 13. The response performance rpP (n) of a response process P is the supremum of the numbers of time steps
taken over all n-critical paths.
Observe that, since the difference between the numbers of in’s and out’s on a path is bounded by the largest o-number,
time steps {out} can only appear – intuitively speaking – at the very end of an n-critical path if n is large. Also, if n is
large compared to the number of processes in rRTS(P ), an n-critical path with many time steps must contain cycles;
it turns out to be essential to find the worst cycles.
Definition 14. If a cycle in rRTS(P ) for a response process P contains a positive number of time steps but no in’s
(and hence no out’s by Theorem 11.1), we call it catastrophic. For P without catastrophic cycles, we consider cycles
which can be reached from P by a path where all time steps are full and which themselves contain only time steps that
are full; we define the average performance of such a cycle as the number of its full time steps divided by the number
of in’s on the cycle, and we call a cycle bad, if it is a cycle of maximal average performance in rRTS(P ). The average
performance of a closed path with analogous properties is defined analogously.
Theorem 15 (Bad-Cycle Theorem). Let P be a finite-state response process. P has a catastrophic cycle if and only if
its response performance is ∞ for some n, i.e. if and only if it is not correct. If P is correct, the response performance
is asymptotically linear, and the asymptotic performance of P is the average performance of a bad cycle.
Theorem 16. Let P be a finite-state response process and n be the number of processes in rRTS(P ). It can be decided
in time O(n3) whether P has a catastrophic cycle. If no catastrophic cycle exists, the average performance of a bad
cycle can be computed in time O(n3).
Observe that Theorem 13 shows that the response performance of a response process P only depends on the language
of rRTS(P ) (defined as in Definition 4). Therefore, for all our considerations, we can replace rRTS(P ) by any transition
system with the same language (provided it is finite if rRTS(P ) is). Theorems 15 and 16 apply just as well if we use
a finite transition system language-equivalent to rRTS(P ) – even if P itself is not finite state. We specifically note the
case of bisimulation quotients.
As usual, a bisimulation on rRTS(P ) is a relation R between processes in rRTS(P ), such that (Q,R) ∈ R implies:
• If in rRTS(P ) Q α→ Q′, Q X→r Q′ resp., then R α→ R′, R X→r R′ resp., for some R′ with (Q′, R′) ∈ R.
• vice versa.
The processes in this relation are called bisimilar, and this notion can be applied to processes in different rRTS(P )
and rRTS(Q) or in different RTS(P ) and RTS(Q).
If some bisimulation is an equivalence, the respective bisimulation quotient is a graph with equivalence classes [Q]
as vertices that has an α- or X-labelled arc from [Q] to [Q′] whenever Q α→ Q′, Q X→r Q′ resp. The definitions of
catastrophic or bad cycle and average performance carry over to bisimulation quotients. (Note that all processes in
some [Q] have the same o-number in rRTS(P ), which is also the o-number of [Q] in the quotient.)
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Our approach gives rise to two faster-than relations for correct response processes, the first being finer than the
second.
Definition 17. For correct response processes P and Q, we say that P is rp-faster than Q, P rp Q, if rp(P )  rp(Q),
and that P is asp-faster than Q, P asp Q, if the asymptotic performance of P is at most that of Q.
4. Performance of pipelines
In this section, we will give a formula for the response performance of an (asynchronous) pipeline. As a preparation
for the proof of this result, we first reformulate the definition of response performance and give some related results,
which have some interest in themselves.
Let INn = ‖n∅ in be the parallel composition of n processes of the form in.0, and OUTn = ‖nω out.ω be the parallel
composition (with synchronization over ω) of n processes of the form out.ω.0.
Proposition 18. Let P and Q be correct response processes.
(1) rpP (n) = sup{m ∈ N0 | ∃v ∈ DL((INn ‖in P ) ‖out OUTn) :
ζ (v) = m and v does not contain ω}
(2) rpP (n) = sup{m ∈ N0 | ∃v ∈ DL((INn ‖in P )/in) :
ζ (v) = m and v does contain at most n − 1 out}
(3) RT ((INn ‖in (P Q))/in) = RT ((INn ‖in P )/in Q)
Proof. (1) RTS(P ‖Un) is easily seen to be bisimilar to RTS((INn ‖in P ) ‖out OUTn). The only thing to observe is
that OUTn can perform an out immediately, or more generally: it can perform a number of out without waiting for the
respective number of in – in contrast to Un. These out are not possible in the composition since P is a correct response
process.
(2) First observe that we could just as well hide in in the process in Item 1; this would just remove in from the
discrete traces v. If OUTn in the process considered in Item 1 performs its nth out, no further full time step is possible
before ω. Since up to the nth out, out is always urgent in OUTn, Item 2 follows from Item 1.
(3) The two processes have isomorphic refusal transition systems, since in both processes P synchronizes on in with
INn, while P and Q synchronize an out of P with an in of Q. 
Item 1 of this proposition is the basis for Item 2, but it is also intuitively interesting: here, the user is separated into
one part generating the requests and another part accepting the responses. This corresponds to an application, where
P is a communication protocol.
Compared to our characterization of the response performance with critical paths, Item 2 has the advantage that it
only considers very simple traces: the refusal traces of the process in Item 2 only have the action out and the refusal
sets A (corresponding to {out}) and ∅. This simplicity will allow us to deal with the relevant behaviour of pipelines.
(The respective disadvantage is that we have to consider a different process for each n; algorithmically, this would be
a problem, but for our proof it does not matter.)
Finally, Item 3 will allow us to relate the behaviour of a pipeline to the behaviour of a shorter pipeline; this is
essential for the inductive proof. We will show in the next section, that the chaining of two correct response processes
is again a correct response process. This also implies that all pipelines are correct, since clearly all in-out-sequences
are.
For the rest of this section, let P ipe ≡ l1-Seq  . . .  lk-Seq and n ∈ N be fixed; let sum = ki=1li and mx =
max{l1, . . . , lk}. Our aim is to prove that rpP ipe(n) = sum + mx(n − 1), where the result should be clear for k = 1:
Pipe can always perform l1 = sum full time steps between an in and an out. Here we will only give some idea how
the proof works, the detailed proof has been deferred to Appendix B.
For the proof, the equality is broken up into two inequalities and both are shown by induction on k; in order to use
Proposition 18, both proofs consider P ≡ (INn ‖in P ipe)/in. Since out is the only visible action P can ever perform,
{out} is equivalent to A in their refusal traces according to Proposition 6.
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To prove rpP ipe(n)  sum + mx(n − 1) it suffices according to Proposition 18.2 to show that
{out}sum out ({out}mx out)n−1{out}∗ ⊆ RT(P ).
This is the behaviour where only Pipe delays the outputs; but if Pipe is chained with an l-Seq where l > mx, then the
new component might block the output from Pipe; so for the inductive proof, we also prove that
{out}sum out (∅∗ out)n−1{out}∗ ⊆ RT(P ).
With these considerations, we obtain an approximation to RT(P ) from below: there really is some behaviour where
the user under consideration has to wait for sum + mx(n − 1) time steps.
Proving the reverse inequality is much harder: we have to deal with all possible behaviours of the asynchronous
pipeline in order to show that the waiting time cannot be worse. And although P has just one visible action and,
hence, two relevant refusal sets, we have not found a sensible exact description of RT (P ). Instead, we have found
an approximation from above, that supports an inductive proof without including additional elements with a response
time that is too long.
Formally, we show by induction on k that each w ∈ RT(P ) has the form
(∗) {out}s1 ∅t1 out . . . {out}sn ∅tn out {out}s
(or can be obtained from such a sequence by replacing some sets {out} by ∅ and taking prefixes) where ∀j = 1, . . . , n
we have:
(α)
( j−1

i=1
si + ti
)
+ sj  sum + mx(j − 1)
or (β) ∃ j ′ > 1 : j ′  j ∧
( j−1

i=j ′
si + ti
)
+ sj  mx(j − j ′ + 1)
Then we are done: if w ∈ DL(P ) ⊆ RT(P ) has at most n − 1 out, then it has the form {out}s1 out . . . {out}sn−1 out
{out}sn or is a prefix of such a form, i.e. all the ti according to (∗) are 0. By well-founded induction for j = 1, . . . , n we
assume that for all j ′ < j we already know that j
′
i=1 si  sum + mx(j ′ − 1). If (α) applies for j, we also have this
formula for j. Otherwise, (β) applies and for the respective j ′ we have j ′−1i=1 si  sum + mx(j ′ − 2) by induction as
well as j
i=j ′ si  mx(j − j ′ + 1); together these again show that ji=1 si  sum + mx(j − 1). Finally, we see that
w has at most sum + mx(n − 1) time steps.
In this way, we obtain with Proposition 18:
Theorem 19. For P ipe ≡ l1-Seq  . . .  lk-Seq, rpP ipe(n) = sum + mx(n − 1).
In particular, this theorem reconfirms claims made in [3] that rp2-Pipe(n) = n + 1, rp2-Seq(n) = 2n and hence
2-Pipe rp 2-Seq. Very generally, we have rpl-Seq(n) = ln; breaking such a sequence up into a pipeline with more
than one component and overall length l, gives always a faster response process, since it will have sum = l and
mx < l. Another aspect is that a chain k-Pipe of k components equal to 1-Seq (with time bound k for one request)
has rpk-Pipe(n) = n + k − 1, hence it is asymptotically faster than the in-out-sequence 2-Seq (with time bound just 2
for one request) even for large k, i.e. k-Pipe asp 2-Seq.
Since we have no compositionality result for chaining, it is a bit surprising that we managed to prove the above
theorem with induction on the number of stages. With this theorem, we can now state a compositionality result as an
easy corollary. For its proof, observe that a pipeline is asp-faster than another if it does not have a larger mx-value, and
rp-faster if it also does not have a larger sum-value – consider rp(1).
Corollary 20. Let pipelines be the chaining of sequential processes as above. Then asp-faster-than and rp-faster-than
are precongruences w.r.t. chaining on the set of pipelines.
5. Compatibility of response performance and parallel composition
A testing scenario usually leads to a precongruence for parallel composition; in our case, where we only have
very restricted test environments, this is not to be expected. We will study in detail how our approach to response
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performance is compatible with parallel composition. Our parallel composition is indexed with a set of actions to be
synchronized, and the only actions we are interested in are in and out. Synchronizing response processes on in only
would give a process that answers each in by two out, which is not desirable here. Hence, the operations of interest are
‖ = ‖A and ‖∅, and in particular in the light of the previous section we will also study .
We start with a lemma making explicit a property of correct response processes we have already discussed when
defining them: at least if such a process has no pending out, it is ready to accept another in, and it will do so within a
bounded time. The proof of this lemma can be found in the Appendix A.
Lemma 21. Let P be a correct response process and P w→r Q with o(Q) = 0. Then Q in⇒r and there exists m
depending on P and #(in,w) only such that Q A
k
⇒r implies k  m.
As our first compatibility result, we have that the chaining of two correct processes is correct again; in the proof,
we will give an upper bound for the response performance of the chain.
Theorem 22. If P1 and P2 are correct response processes, then so is P1  P2.
Proof. (i) P1  P2 is a response process. To see this, let P1  P2 w→r Q1 Q2, i.e. P1 w1→r Q1 and P2 w2→r Q2 for
suitablew1 andw2 such that #(out, w1) = #(in,w2) =: m. We have further that #(in,w) = #(in,w1) and #(out, w) =
#(out, w2), as well as o(Q1) = #(in,w1) − m =: n1 and o(Q2) = m − #(out, w2) =: n2. With these notations, we
will show o(Q1 Q2) = n1 + n2 in order to prove that o(Q1 Q2) = #(in,w) − #(out, w).
“o(Q1 Q2)  n1 + n2" : Let Q1 out⇒r Q11 out⇒r . . . out⇒r Qn11 and Q2 out
n2⇒r Q′2. Then Q1 Q2 out
n2⇒r Q1 Q′2, and
we are done for n1 = 0. Otherwise, we have o(Q′2) = 0 and Q′2 in⇒r R1 by Lemma 21. This implies R1 out⇒r Q12 since
o(R1) = 1; thus, Q1 Q′2 out⇒r Q11 Q12. Repeating this argument we are done.
“o(Q1 Q2)  n1 + n2" : Assume to the contrary that Q1 Q2 has the refusal trace outn1+n2+1. When this is
performed, Q1 performs outk with k  n1 and we have Q2 v⇒r Q′2, where v contains in k-times and out n1 + n2 +
1-times. Hence, o(Q′2) = n2 + k − (n1 + n2 + 1) < 0, a contradiction.
(ii) P1  P2 is correct. To prove this, consider an n-critical path of P1  P2 corresponding to the refusal τ -trace
w ∈ (Aτ ∪ {A, {out}})∗; subdivide w into w1w2w3, where w1 ends with the nth in (or w = w1 if this does not exist)
and w2 ends with the nth communication-τ (or w = w1w2 if this does not exist). We will only consider the case that
the two actions exist, then the other cases are easy.
When w1, w2 and w3 are performed, Pi performs w1,i , w2,i and w3,i . Each time step in w1 is an A; it corresponds
to a time step X1 in w1,1 and X2 in w1,2, where in ∈ X1, out ∈ X2 and at least one of X1 and X2 must be A; if the
last condition were violated, we would have an urgent communication, so a time step would be impossible. Let there
be k1,i A in w1,i , i.e. w1 contains at most k1,1 + k1,2 A.
The time steps in w2w3 are either A or {out}; each time step corresponds to an X1 in w2,1w3,1 and an X2 in
w2,2w3,2, where out ∈ X2 and either out ∈ X1 or X2 = A. Let there be k2,1 time steps containing out in w2,1, k2,2 A
in w2,2 and k3,2 time steps in w3,2. The number of time steps in w2w3 is at most k2,1 + k2,2 + k3,2.
Observe that w1,1w2,1 ends with the nth out; if we delete this out and all the time steps not counted in k1,1 + k2,1,
the resulting τ -trace can be performed by P1 and corresponds to a critical path; hence, k1,1 + k2,1  rpP1(n).
Similarly, observe that w1,2w2,2 ends with the nth in and w1,2w2,2w3,2 contains at most n − 1 out. Again, we can
delete the time steps we did not count above, obtain a critical path of P2 and conclude that k1,2 + k2,2 + k3,2  rpP2(n).
Together, we see that w has at most rpP1(n) + rpP2(n) time steps, hence also rpP1  P2(n)  rpP1(n) + rpP2(n) is
finite. 
Our next theorem gives bounds on the response performance of a chaining; for its proof, we need the following
lemma.
Lemma 23. If P is a process and X ⊆ A, then there exists w ∈ X∗ with P wX⇒r.
Proof. Similar to the proof of [4, 4.2.2]. 
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Theorem 24. For correct processes P1 and P2, we have max(rpP1(n), rpP2(n))  rpP1  P2(n)  rpP1(n) + rpP2(n)for all n ∈ N.
Proof. The second inequality was already shown in the proof of Theorem 22. We show the first inequality in two
steps.
rpP1(n)  rpP1  P2(n) :
Given n, assume w1 describes an n-critical path of P1 with rpP1(n) time steps. We will describe how to insert
behaviour of P2 into w1 to obtain an n-critical path of P1  P2 with the same number of time steps.
The idea is to keep P2 in a state P ′2 with o-number 0, i.e. P ′2
{out}⇒r (see Lemma 23 and observe that ¬P ′2 out⇒r ) and
P ′2
in⇒r (see Lemma 21). Initially, choose P ′2 = P2; now assume that P2 is in such a state. Hence, if P1 performs A or{out}, P2 can perform {out} such that P1  P2 also performs A or {out}. If P1 performs in, then so does P1  P2. If P1
performs out, P2 can match this with in reaching a state with o-number 1; from this state, it performs out returning to
a state with o-number 0.
All in all, the resulting refusal trace coincides with w1/τ , i.e. the underlying refusal τ -trace is the desired n-critical
path.
rpP2(n)  rpP1  P2(n) :
Given n, assume w2 describes an n-critical path of P2 with rpP2(n) time steps. As above, we will describe a suitable
behaviour of P1.
This time, the idea is that P1 always performs as many
in⇒r -steps as possible, but at most n. Hence, according to
Lemma 21, it will have a positive o-number up to the nth out and can therefore always perform an out⇒r -step whenever
this is required below. The idea implies that, according to Lemma 23, P1 can always perform {in} before the nth in
whenever required, it can perform ∅ afterwards and even {out} after the nth out – it has reached a state with o-number
0 then.
Thus, when there is an in in w2, P1 can produce a matching out. If there is an A in w2 before the nth in in w2, this
combines with {in} to A before the nth in of P1 and of P1  P2, and with ∅ to {out} afterwards. If there is an A or
{out} in w2 after the nth in in w2, this combines with {out} to {out}; note that this happens after the nth out from P1,
i.e. certainly after the nth in of P1 and of P1  P2. All in all, we obtain an n-critical path of P1  P2 with as many time
steps as w2. 
From the previous section, we know that e.g. rpl-Seq(n) = ln, rpk-Seq(n) = kn and rpl-Seq  k-Seq(n) = max(k, l)n +
min(k, l); in this example, we have that at least the asymptotic performance of l-Seq  k-Seq is the maximum of those
of l-Seq and k-Seq.
On the other hand, consider Pk ≡ μx.(in.out)k−1.in.τ k−1.out.x. Since every kth response requires up to k time
units, while the others do not require any time, we have rpPk (n) = nk k, and hence Pk rp 1-Seq and Pk asp 1-Seq.
Now we compare the response performance of 1-Seq  Pk and 1-Seq  1-Seq for multiples of k; we have
rp1-Seq  Pk (kn) = (2k − 1)n + 1: the first k − 1 responses may take time 1 each due to 1-Seq, the kth response may take
time k + 1 due to both components; then this is repeated, except that after the kth response 1-Seq has already processed
the next request, such that now every k responses may take up to 2k − 1 time units. Thus, the asymptotic performance
of 1-Seq  Pk is 2 − 1k ; this is almost the sum of the asymptotic performances of its components. Furthermore, the
asymptotic performance of 1-Seq  1-Seq is 1, hence neither 1-Seq  Pk asp 1-Seq  1-Seq nor 1-Seq  Pk rp
1-Seq  1-Seq. Almost the same results hold for Pk  1-Seq, hence both our preorders fail to be precongruences
for . On the positive side observe that, due to Theorem 19, they are precongruences if we only consider pipelines.
Now we will study the compatibility of our preorders with ‖ and ‖∅.
Theorem 25. If P and Q are response processes, then so are P ‖Q and P ‖∅Q.
Proof. For ‖, consider P ‖Q w→r P ′‖Q′ and n = #(in,w) − #(out, w). Since P and Q are response processes, we have
P ′ out
n⇒r and Q′ out
n⇒r , hence P ′‖Q′ out
n⇒r . Furthermore, P ′‖Q′ out
n+1⇒ r would imply P ′ out
n+1⇒ r , which is impossible
by hypothesis. Thus, we cannot have P ′‖Q′ v→r where v contains no in and more than n out.
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For ‖∅, consider P ‖∅Q w→r P ′‖∅Q′ and n = #(in,w) − #(out, w). Performance of w is due to P u→r P ′ and
Q
v→r Q′ with n1 = #(in, u) − #(out, u), n2 = #(in, v) − #(out, v) and n = n1 + n2. By hypothesis, P ′ out
n1⇒r and
Q′ out
n2⇒r , but neither P ′ out
n1+1⇒ r nor Q′ out
n2+1⇒ r . Hence, P ′‖∅Q′ out
n⇒r , but not P ′‖∅Q′ out
n+1⇒ r , and we are done. 
We are of course much more interested in response processes that are also correct. We deal with these in the next
two theorems, stating a lemma first.
Lemma 26. Let P be a correct process, and P w→r Q with o(Q) > 0. Then there exists an m depending on P and
#(in,w) only such that Q {out}
k⇒ r implies k  m.
Proof. Simply choose m = rpP (#(in,w)). 
Theorem 27. If P and Q are correct response processes, then so is P ‖Q.
Proof. Consider an n-critical path P ‖Q = P0‖Q0 w1→r P1‖Q1 w2→r · · · wk→r Pk‖Qk , where each wi , i = 1, . . . , k − 1
ends with in or out, and there is no in or out in any wi , i = 1, . . . , k otherwise. The path arises from corresponding
τ -traces P0
u1→r P1 u2→r · · · uk→r Pk and Q0 v1→r Q1 v2→r · · · vk→r Qk with the same properties – but not necessarily
being n-critical paths.
Consider all the constants arising from Lemmas 21 and 26 for P and Q and with the values for #(in,w) ranging
from 0 to n; let m be their maximum.
If o(Pi−1) = o(Qi−1) = 0, then each time step in wi is full and at least one of the corresponding time steps in ui ,
vi resp., contains in. Since the o-number is 0 before Pi , Qi resp., is reached, out can be refused anyway. Lemma 21
shows that #({in, out}, w)  2m. If o(Pi−1) = o(Qi−1) > 0, then each time step in wi contains out and so does at
least one of the corresponding time steps in ui , vi resp. This time, Lemma 26 shows that the number of time steps in
wi is at most 2m. Finally, we have k  2n and hence the duration of w is at most 4nm and rpP ‖Q(n) is finite. 
As a simple example, consider again some k-Seq and some l-Seq. Here the response performance is simply the
maximum of the component response performances, i.e. rpk-Seq ‖ l-Seq(n) = max(k, l)n.
In contrast to our results on chaining above and on ‖∅ below, the proof above does not allow to compute an upper
bound on the asymptotic performance of P ‖Q from the asymptotic performances of P and Q. The following example
demonstrates that it is in fact impossible to determine such a bound. For each k > 1, we will present two processes
k-Bundle and Pk , which have asymptotic performance 1 (and even have the same response performance) such that
k-Bundle ‖ 1-Seq has asymptotic performance k while Pk ‖ 1-Seq has asymptotic performance < 2. (Observe that
this still leaves the possibility that one could compute an upper bound from the response performances.)
We define k-Bundle ≡ (k-sSeq ‖s . . . ‖s k-sSeq)/s with k components k-sSeq which are in turn defined as
k-sSeq ≡ μx.in.τ k−1.out.s.x.
Proposition 28. Define Pk ≡ μx.in.τ k−1.out.(in.out)k−1.x for all k > 1. Then the response performance of Pk is
the same as that of k-Bundle, namely rpk-Bundle(n) = nk k.
The asymptotic performance of k-Bundle ‖ 1-Seq is k, while that of Pk ‖ 1-Seq is less than 2.
Proof. For the first claim, observe that k-Bundle repeatedly gives a group of k responses within time k.
For k-Bundle ‖ 1-Seq the response performance of n is kn: because of 1-Seq, in and out have to alternate, because
of k-Bundle each out takes up to k time units. For Pk ‖ 1-Seq the response performance of n is n + nk (k − 1):
because of 1-Seq, each out may take at least time 1, because of Pk the first and then each kth out may take up to k time
units, i.e. additional k − 1 time steps. The result follows, since n + n
k
(k − 1)  n + ( n
k
+ 1)(k − 1) = (2 − 1
k
)n +
k − 1. 
This is another example showing that rp and asp are not precongruences for ‖; a different example for this was
already given in [3].
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Intuitively, and supported by the above examples, one might assume that ‖ slows responses down because the
components must synchronize on each response. So it might be even more surprising that the response performance of
P ‖Q can be better than the response performances of both P and Q. For an arbitrary k  3, we define the process P ≡
μx.in.(in.τ k−1.out.out.in.out.x + out.in.out.x) and the process Q ≡ μx.in.out.in.(in.τ k−1.out.out.x + out.x).
To simplify the argument, we will only deal with the asymptotic performance. We have rpP (3n) = rpQ(3n) 
(k + 1)n since, using the first summand, dealing with 3 requests can take up to k + 1 time units. Thus, the asymptotic
performance of P and Q is at least k+13 > 1. In P ‖Q, neither of the first summands can be used, so each request will
be answered within time 1, i.e. rpP ‖Q(n) = n and the asymptotic performance is 1.
We close with results about the third reasonable composition operator ‖∅.
Theorem 29. If P and Q are correct response processes, then so is P ‖∅Q. Furthermore, rpP ‖∅Q(n)  max{rpP (k),
rpQ(k) | k  n} for all n.
Proof. Let P ‖∅Q w→r be an n-critical path, and let P u→r and Q v→r be the corresponding refusal τ -traces of P and
Q. If w does not contain n in, then all time steps in w and thus also in u and v are full. Therefore, P u→r is an n-critical
path of P, hence ζ (w)  rpP (n).
If, on the other hand, w does contain n in, then w.l.o.g. u contains k  n in and less than k out. All time steps in w
(and hence in u) before the in that corresponds to the kth in in u are full, all the time steps in w (and hence in u) after
this in contain out; hence, P u→r is an k-critical path of P, and ζ (w)  rpP (k).
We conclude that rpP ‖∅Q has the upper bound as claimed, and that P ‖∅Q is indeed correct. 
As a first example, we will consider l-Seq and 1-Seq; one would assume intuitively that l-Seq ‖∅ 1-Seq processes
each group of l + 1 requests within time l – one request in l-Seq, the other l in 1-Seq –, and that therefore the response
performance of n is  n
l+1l. This would give e.g. for l = 3 and n = 8 time 6. That things are not so simple, and that
this is actually false, can be seen from the following behaviour. The first four out are indeed produced within time 3;
then, 1-Seq produces two more out within time 2. Within the same time, 3-Seq – being an asynchronous process –
produces one out and then quickly ‘grabs’ the last request, producing the last out at time 8.
The following example shows that rp is not a precongruence for ‖∅. Let R ≡ μx.in.(out.s‖s in.τ.out.s.x)/s. R
accepts two requests at a time and then produces an out after at most one time step and the second out after at most
another time step; hence, rpR(n) = n, i.e. the response performance is the same as that of 1-Seq.
Now define P ≡ 1-Seq ‖∅ R and Q ≡ 1-Seq ‖∅ 1-Seq. For Q, an asynchronous speed up of a response cannot
produce a longer overall response time; hence, in the worst case, Q produces two out for each time step, showing
rpQ(4n + 2) = 2n + 1. To see that rpP (4n + 2)  2n + 2, consider a behaviour where every two time steps 1-Seq
and R produce two out each, and where in the end R performs two in at time 2n and the last out at time 2n + 2.
For the asymptotic performance, we have a positive result. For this result, let the throughput of a correct response
process be the inverse of its asymptotic performance. Observe that the requirement ‘finite state’ can be replaced by
‘finite state up to bisimilarity of the reduced refusal transition systems’.
Theorem 30. Let P and Q be correct and finite state with asymptotic performance a and b and throughput s and t. Then
P ‖∅Q has throughput s + t, i.e. asymptotic performance aba+b. Hence, asp is a precongruence for such processes.
Proof. Consider a discrete τ -trace w1w2 where w2 corresponds to a bad cycle of P and w1 to the required path leading
to this cycle. Similarly, consider v1v2 for Q. Then, a = ζ (w2)#(in,w2) and s =
#(in,w2)
ζ (w2)
, and analogously b = ζ (v2)#(in,v2) and
t = #(in,v2)
ζ (v2)
.
If e.g. ζ (w1) > ζ(v1), then elongate v1 by a prefix v′1 of v2 such that v1v′1 has the same number of time steps as
w1. For the respective suffix v′2 of v2 (i.e. v2 = v′1v′2), also v′2v′1 returns to the same process, i.e. it is also a bad cycle.
Due to these considerations, we can assume that ζ (w1) = ζ (v1). Furthermore, concatenating w2 ζ (v2) times gives a
closed path with ζ (w2) ζ (v2) time steps and the same average performance as w2, and analogously for v2; hence, we
can additionally assume that ζ (w2) = ζ (v1).
Now we construct a closed path for P ‖∅Q as follows: first, we interleave w1 and v1 synchronizing on the (full) time
steps; here we need that they have the same number of time steps. Then, using the second assumption, we interleave w2
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and v2 synchronizing on the (full) time steps. Since with the resulting τ -trace each component returns to the process it
starts from, the same holds for the composition. Hence, we have a closed path with #(in,w2) + #(in, v2) in and ζ (w2)
time steps, proving that the throughput of P ‖∅Q can be at most s + t . (Note that the average performance (throughput)
of a closed path can never be larger (smaller) than that of a bad cycle, see [3].)
For the reverse inequality, consider a discrete τ -trace u1u2 corresponding to a bad cycle of P ‖∅Q and its path. This
corresponds to discrete τ -traces w1w2 and v1v2 of P and Q, where w2 and v2 are closed paths. The throughput of
P ‖∅Q is #(in,u2)ζ (u2) , and we have #(in, u2) = #(in,w2) + #(in, v2) and ζ (u2) = ζ (w2) = ζ (v2). Since s 
#(in,w2)
ζ (w2)
and
t  #(in,v2)
ζ (v2)
, we conclude that the throughput of P ‖∅Q is at least s + t . 
As a small application, we consider again 3-Seq ‖∅ 1-Seq; the asymptotic performance is by our theorem 34 , i.e.
asymptotically 4 responses take time 3 corresponding to the intuition discussed above.
6. Conclusion
This paper follows a line of research about the efficiency of asynchronous systems, modelled as timed systems
where activities have upper but no lower time bounds. In this line, the classical testing approach of [5] has been refined
to timed testing – first in a Petri net setting [13,7,1] and later in process algebra [4] – and the resulting testing preorder
is a suitable faster-than relation. Recently, a corresponding bisimulation based faster-than relation was studied in [8].
Upper time bounds have also been studied in the area of distributed algorithms; see e.g. [10, Part II]. A bisimulation
based faster-than relation for asynchronous systems using lower time bounds has been suggested in [12], and this
approach has been improved recently in [9]. We refer the reader to [4] for a further comparison of efficiency testing
with the literature, in particular on other timed process algebras.
In order to prove pipelining to be efficient in the efficiency testing approach, this approach was adapted in [3] to a
scenario where users only show a simple request–response behaviour corresponding to heavy load. A notion of correct
response process was defined and shown to be decidable. The response performance, a suitable efficiency measure
in the adapted scenario, was shown to be asymptotically linear for correct processes; see [6] and the discussion in
[3] for the relation to results in (max,+)-algebras. Characterizations were given that help to determine the response
performance and its constant factor, called the asymptotic performance. The response and the asymptotic performance
give rise to two faster-than relations, the former being finer than the latter.
In the present paper, we have studied these notions further – based on the results of [3]. As one main result, we have
shown what the response performance is for a pipeline consisting of any number of sequential stages. Then we have
looked at three composition operators including chaining. While both faster-than relations fail to be precongruences
for these operators, we were nevertheless able to show some compatibility results: the compositions of correct response
processes are correct again and, in some cases, we have given bounds on the response or asymptotic performance of
compositions. We have discussed examples to show the problems in obtaining or improving these bounds and to exhibit
some pitfalls one might encounter in our approach.
We have settled what the response performance of the practically important class of pipelines is, which shows
that in some cases the response performance of a chain of processes can be determined from its components and,
consequently, that the two faster-than relations are precongruences for chaining on this class. It would be interesting to
find similar results for other or more general classes. Synchronous behaviour can be seen as a strongly restricted sort
of asynchronous behaviour in our approach; thus, it would be much simpler if we could obtain results on the basis of
synchronous behaviour only, and therefore it would be very useful to find classes of correct response processes where
such simplified considerations suffice.
The request–response users considered in [3] and here correspond to a system working under heavy load. Thus, we
have formalised an intuitive pattern of behaviour (working under heavy load) with a family of users. One could try to
generalise the approach, but as already discussed in [3], this will not be easy: users we have not treated here would be
responsible for some delays themselves; thus, from their point of view, certain weaknesses of some response processes
and certain strengths of others would be hidden. As shown with a concrete example in [3], a slight modification of the
users treated in the present paper could lead to a faster-than relation that declares some process as strictly faster than
another one, although the latter is strictly faster than the former in the present paper.
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As a consequence, it might be best to vary the present approach instead of generalising it. This means to identify
a behaviour pattern of interest, to formalise it with a family of users, and finally to develop similar results as the one
we have given in [3] and in the present paper. Another challenging task is to find other situations were the typical user
behaviour patterns are not just repetitions of in–out and to develop comparable, strong results for the resulting testing
preorders. After several such case studies, one might consider general strategies to treat such assumptions on user
behaviour.
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Appendix A. Technical proofs omitted from the main part
The following lemma shows in Item 6 the last claim of Proposition 6, namely that behaviour including some time
steps can just as well occur without these time steps. Technically, the lemma is based on a syntactic faster-than relation
from [4]. This relation is written ≺0 in [4], but we write  here; this way, the larger process is the faster one as with
our testing preorders. The same notation is used for a very similar relation in [8].
Lemma 31. Let P and Q be processes:
(1) P  P .
(2) Let P  Q. If P α→ P ′, then there is some Q′ with Q α→ Q′ and P ′  Q′, and vice versa.
(3) If P  Q and P X→r P ′, then there is some Q′ with Q X→r Q′ and P ′  Q′.
(4) If P X→r P ′, then P ′  P.
(5) If P wXw
′→ r P1, then there is some P2 with P ww
′→ r P2 and P1  P2.
(6) Let v be obtained from a sequence w of actions and time steps by deleting some time steps, and let P + Q.
Then P w→r P ′ implies that there is some Q′ with Q v→r Q′ and P ′ + Q′.
Items 1–4 carry over to the transitive closure + of  in place of  . Items 5 and 6 carry over to ⇒r in place
of →r.
Proof. Item 1 is [4, 4.4.1], Item 2 is [4, 4.4.7]. For Item 3, see the last paragraph, and for Item 4 the second paragraph
of the proof of [4, 5.12.2]. It is obvious that these carry over to +.
For Item 5, let P w→r P ′2
X→r P ′1
w′→r P1. Then we have P ′1  P ′2 by Item 4, and the claim follows by induction with
Items 2 and 3. (This is actually also shown in the proof of [4, 5.12.2].)
Item 6 is shown by induction on the number of deleted time steps. If this is 0, the claim is trivial from Items 2 and
3 extended to +. Otherwise, apply Item 5 and induction.
That Items 5 and 6 carry over as claimed is again obvious. 
We now prove Lemma 21 using several items from above.
Proof of Lemma 21
Let n = #(in,w) = #(out, w) and v = w/σ . Then P v→r Q′ with Q + Q′ by Lemma 31.6 and .1. With this, we
get P ‖Un+1 v→r Q′ ‖ (in.out.ω ‖ω ω‖ω . . . ‖ωω). Since P satisfies Un+1, Q′ u→r with u/σ/τ = in. Hence, Q′ in⇒r
by Lemma 31.6 and .1, and Q in⇒r by Lemma 31.2. Furthermore, if Q′ u
′→r and #(in, u′) = 0, then #({in, out}, u′) 
rpP (n + 1). Due to Lemma 31.2 and 31.3, the same holds for Q. 
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B. Proof of Theorem 19
For this proof, let P ipe ≡ l1-Seq  . . .  lk-Seq and n ∈ N be fixed; let sum = ki=1li and mx = max{l1, . . . , lk}.
Our aim is to prove that rpP ipe(n) = sum + mx(n − 1).
For k = 1, the result should be clear: Pipe can always perform l1 = sum full time steps between an in and an out.
For the relevant case k > 1, we put P ipe′ ≡ l1-Seq  . . .  lk−1-Seq, and let sum′ and mx′ be defined analogously.
Furthermore, we let P ≡ (INn ‖in P ipe)/in and P ′ ≡ (INn ‖in P ipe′)/in. Since out is the only visible action P
and P ′ can ever perform, {out} is equivalent to A in their refusal traces according to Proposition 6.
Lemma 32. rpP ipe(n)  sum + mx(n − 1).
Proof. In the proof, we repeatedly use
(a) ({out}∗ in Alk {in}∗ out)n {out}∗ ⊆ RT(lk-Seq)
Observe that refusal sets can be deleted from such a refusal trace to give another refusal trace; in particular, we will
sometimes delete some parts Alk below.
Using Proposition 18.2, it suffices to show that
(b) {out}sum out ({out}mx out)n−1{out}∗ ⊆ RT(P )
This is the behaviour where only Pipe delays the outputs; but if Pipe is chained with an l-Seq where l > mx, then
the new component might block the output from Pipe; so for the inductive proof, we will also prove that
(c) {out}sum out (∅∗ out)n−1{out}∗ ⊆ RT(P )
For the induction base k = 1, one can see from (a) that (b) and (c) hold: first, INn and lk-Seq communicate, and
Alk from lk-Seq gives rise to {out}sum by sum = lk , which is followed by out. Then either this is repeated and we
obtain (b) by mx = lk , or we obtain (c) by skipping Alk (see the remark above) since {in}∗ gives rise to ∅∗.
Now we assume, by induction, (b) and (c) to hold for P ′. According to Proposition 18.3, we will show (b) and (c)
with RT(P ) replaced by RT(P ′  lk-Seq). Observe that each refusal trace w in the latter set can be obtained from
some w′ ∈ RT(P ′) and v ∈ RT(lk-Seq) by merging an out in w′ with an in in v into a τ (which we will write as τio
although it really is not visible in w), by taking over each out in v, and by synchronizing refusal sets X and Y with
out ∈ X ∨ in ∈ Y to give the set {out} if out ∈ Y or ∅ otherwise.
We first consider the case lk  mx′ = mx. Combining refusal traces from (b) for P ′ and (a) according to the rules
just described, we find that RT(P ′  lk-Seq) contains
{out}sum′ τio {out}lk out ({out}mx′−lk τio {out}lk out)n−1{out}∗.
Since sum = sum′ + lk and mx = mx′ = mx′ − lk + lk , we have (b). Similarly, we get (c) from (c) for P ′ and (a),
since (obtaining ∅∗ from ∅∗ and {in}∗ according to the remark made after (a)) RT(P ′  lk-Seq) contains
{out}sum′ τio {out}lk out (τio ∅∗ out)n−1{out}∗.
We now consider the case mx′  lk = mx. Combining refusal traces from (c) for P ′ and (a) according to the rules
described above, we find that RT(P ′  lk-Seq) contains
{out}sum′ τio {out}lk out (τio {out}lk out)n−1{out}∗.
Since sum = sum′ + lk and mx = lk , we have (b). Similarly, we get (c) from (c) for P ′ and (a) (recalling again the
remark above), since RT(P ′  lk-Seq) also in this case contains
{out}sum′ τio {out}lk out (τio ∅∗ out)n−1{out}∗. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving the reverse inequality. Above, we showed as an approximation
to RT(P ) from below that there really is some behaviour where the user under consideration has to wait for sum +
mx(n − 1) time steps. Now we have to prove an approximation from above in order to show that the waiting time
cannot be worse. We will show by induction on k that each w ∈ RT(P ) has the form
(∗) {out}s1 ∅t1 out . . . {out}sn ∅tn out {out}s
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(or can be obtained from such a sequence by replacing some sets {out} by ∅ and taking prefixes) where ∀ j = 1, . . . , n
we have:
(α)
( j−1

i=1
si + ti
)
+ sj  sum + mx(j − 1)
or (β) ∃ j ′ > 1 : j ′  j ∧
( j−1

i=j ′
si + ti
)
+ sj  mx(j − j ′ + 1)
Then we are done: if w ∈ DL(P ) ⊆ RT(P ) has at most n − 1 out, then it has the form {out}s1 out . . . {out}sn−1 out
{out}sn or is a prefix of such a form, i.e. all the ti according to (∗) are 0. By well-founded induction for j = 1, . . . , n we
assume that for all j ′ < j we already know that j
′
i=1 si  sum + mx(j ′ − 1). If (α) applies for j, we also have this
formula for j. Otherwise, (β) applies and for the respective j ′ we have j ′−1i=1 si  sum + mx(j ′ − 2) by induction as
well as j
i=j ′ si  mx(j − j ′ + 1); together these again show that ji=1 si  sum + mx(j − 1). Finally, we see that
w has at most sum + mx(n − 1) time steps.
For the induction base k = 1, a refusal trace w of P is a combination of a refusal trace from INn and some
v ∈ RT(lk-Seq), where the latter obviously has the form
(∗∗) ({out}∗ in Alk {in}∗ out)∗
(or can be obtained from such a sequence by replacing some refusal sets by smaller sets and taking prefixes) where
Alk is a sequence of at most lk A. Since neither component can refuse in initially, we first have an internalized
communication. Then, the at most lk A from lk-Seq give rise to s1  sum {out} (thus (α) is satisfied for j = 1); t1
{in} from lk-Seq give rise to t1 ∅. After out, this behaviour is repeated, where we get (β) for j > 1 choosing j ′ = j ,
since sj  lk = mx.
Let us proceed to the induction step, i.e. we have k > 1. As already noted in the proof of the above lemma, each
w ∈ RT(P ) = RT(P ′  lk-Seq) can be obtained from some w′ ∈ RT(P ′) and some v ∈ RT(lk-Seq) by merging an
out in w′ with an in in v into a τ (which we will write as τio although it really is not visible in w), by taking over
each out in v, and by synchronizing refusal sets X and Y with out ∈ X ∨ in ∈ Y to give the set {out} if out ∈ Y or ∅
otherwise. The trace v has again the form (∗∗) (or can be obtained from such a sequence by replacing some refusal
sets by smaller sets and taking prefixes). For w′ we assume by induction that it has the form (∗) with parameters s′i
and t ′i , satisfying (α) and (β) for sum′ and mx′.
From these considerations, we will conclude that w has the following form; the case that it really is a prefix of this
form or has some refusal sets ∅ in place of {out} follows from the case we treat, and we do not mention this anymore.
{out}s′1 τio {out}m2 ∅m′2 out
{out}m′′2 τio {out}m3 ∅m′3 out
{out}m′′3 τio . . .
{out}m′′n τio {out}mn+1 ∅m′n+1 out {out}s
Initially, lk-Seq performs some {out}; this can only be combined with {out} from P ′, so there are s′1 {out} in w
before the first communication – and t ′1 = 0. After τio, lk-Seq performs m2  lk A, which are combined with {out}
or ∅ from P ′ to give m2 {out} in w. Then lk-Seq performs m′2 {in}, which are combined with {out} or ∅ from P ′ to
give m′2 ∅ in w, and then out.
Now we distinguish two cases: if m2 + m′2 < s′2, then there are m′′2 = s′2 − m2 − m′2 > 0 {out} from P ′, which are
combined with {out} from lk-Seq to give m′′2 {out} in w; otherwise m′′2 = 0. In any case, lk-Seq can only perform time
step {out} after its out. In the first case this can only be combined with the remaining m′′2 {out} from P ′, but not with ∅,
so we get t ′2 = 0 in the first case. In the other case, there are no remaining {out} and we cannot have a time step before
the next τio. In both cases, s′2 + t ′2 is the number of time steps between the first two τio, i.e. s′2 + t ′2 = m2 + m′2 + m′′2.
Furthermore, we have s1 = s′1 + m2, t1 = m′2, s2 = m′′2 + m3 and t2 = m′3.
In general, we have for j > 1 that if mj + m′j < s′j , then m′′j = s′j − mj − m′j > 0 and t ′j = 0, and otherwise
m′′j = 0; in both cases s′j + t ′j = mj + m′j + m′′j . Furthermore, sj = m′′j + mj+1, tj = m′j+1 and mj+1  lk .
We prove now with an inner induction, that w′ satisfies (∗) in a refined variant.
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Lemma 33. For each j = 1, . . . , n, w′ satisfies (α) or
(β ′) ∃ j ′ > 2 : j ′  j ∧
( j−1

i=j ′
s′i + t ′i
)
+ s′j  mx′(j − j ′ + 1) ∧ m′′j ′−1 = 0
Proof. By outer induction (on k), we only know that for each j (α)or (β) is satisfied. Clearly, we must have (α) for j = 1.
For j > 1, assume first that (β) is satisfied with j ′ = 2. Then, we have s′1  sum′, t ′1 = 0 and
(

j−1
i=2 s′i + t ′i
)+ s′j 
mx′(j − 1), which implies (j−1i=1 s′i + t ′i
)+ s′j  sum′ + mx′(j − 1), thus (α) holds. Hence, we can assume that (β)
is satisfied with j ′ > 2. If m′′
j ′−1 > 0, we have t
′
j ′−1 = 0 and applying the inner induction to j ′ − 1 < j we have one
of the following two cases:
• (j ′−2i=1 s′i + t ′i
)+ s′
j ′−1  sum′ + mx′(j ′ − 2); summing up with the inequality (β) for j, we see that again (α)
holds.
• ∃ j ′′ > 2 : j ′′  j ′ − 1 ∧ (j ′−2
i=j ′′ s
′
i + t ′i
)+ s′
j ′−1  mx′(j ′ − 1 − j ′′ + 1) and m′′j ′′−1 = 0 according to (β ′) for
j ′ − 1; again, summing up with the inequality (β) for j, we see that (β ′) holds with j ′′ in place of j ′. 
Now we will show that w has the desired form. For j = 1, we have s1 = s′1 + m2  sum′ + lk  sum, so (α) is
satisfied; thus, consider j > 1 and recall that sj = m′′j + mj+1 and tj = m′j+1 as well as t ′1 = 0 and t1 = m′2. If m′′j = 0,
then sj = mj+1  lk  mx and (α) is satisfied. Hence, we are left with the case m′′j = 0, implying s′j = mj + m′j + m′′j
and t ′j = 0, and with one of the following subcases:
• w′ satisfies (α) for j. With the above equations and with s′i + t ′i = mi + m′i + m′′i for all i  2, we conclude that
( j−1

i=1
si + ti
)
+ sj = s′1 + t ′1 + m2 + m′2 +
( j−1

i=2
si + ti
)
+ sj
= s′1 + t ′1 +
( j−1

i=2
mi + m′i + m′′i
)
+ mj + m′j + sj
=
( j−1

i=1
s′i + t ′i
)
+ s′j + mj+1.
The latter term is due to (α) at most sum′ + mx′(j − 1) + lk  sum + mx(j − 1), since sum = sum′ + lk . Thus,
w satisfies (α) for j.
• w′ satisfies (β ′) for j with some j ′ > 2. With similar reasoning, and recalling m′′
j ′−1 = 0, we get
( j−1

i=j ′−1
si + ti
)
+ sj = mj ′ + m′j ′ +
( j−1

i=j ′
si + ti
)
+ sj
=
( j−1

i=j ′
mi + m′i + m′′i
)
+ mj + m′j + sj
=
( j−1

i=j ′
s′i + t ′i
)
+ s′j + mj+1.
The latter is due to (β ′) at most mx′(j − j ′ + 1) + lk  mx(j − (j ′ − 1) + 1), since lk  mx. Thus, w satisfies
(β) for j when choosing j ′ − 1 > 1.
This concludes the proof. 
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